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ABSTRACT.   A certain type of topological property is investigated.   To

each such property and each topological space satisfying various conditions

there is associated, in a natural way, a semigroup of relations.   The non-

constant, union and symmetry preserving homomorphisms from one such semi-

group into another are completely determined and this results in a topological

version of the Clifford-Miller Theorem on endomorphisms of the full binary re-

lation semigroup on a set.

The concept of Q-composable property was introduced in [3].   The study of

such topological properties was motivated by the fact that for certain topological

spaces, the family of all those binary relations on the space which have a g-com-

posable property is a semigroup under the operation of composition of relations.

In [3], the isomorphisms between two such semigroups were completely determined.

About the same time, A. H. Clifford and D. D. Miller introduced in [1] what we re-

fer to here as a CM-homomorphism and in their main result, they completely deter-

mined the CM-endomorphism of the semigroup of all binary relations on a set.

Then in [4], [5], the Clifford-Miller Theorem was given a topological setting when

the semigroup under consideration was the semigroup of all closed relations on a

particular type of topological space and the CM-homomorphisms from one such

semigroup into another were completely determined.   In this paper, we look at the

analogous problem for semigroups of relations which have a Ç-composable property.

In §1, Q-composable properties are defined and some of their more useful

characteristics are determined.   For example, it is shown that in numerous in-

stances, such properties are closed under the operations of taking finite products,

finite unions, finite intersections, closed subspaces and continuous images.

Several of these facts play a crucial role in the proof of the homomorphism theo-

rem.   §2 is devoted to a further investigation of certain types of Q-composable

properties and the homomorphism theorem and some related results are proven in
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§3.   Applications to specific Q-composable properties such as compactness are

made in §4.

1.   Some results on Q-composable properties.   Since we intend to prove some

things about topological properties, we begin by making this notion precise.

Definition (1.1). By a topological property Q, we mean a class of topological

spaces such that if X £ Q and Y is homomorphic to X, then Y £ Q. When we say

that  X has property  Q, we mean simply that  X £ Q.

Remarks.  The property of compactness is the class of all compact spaces,

normality is the class of all normal spaces, connectedness is the class of all

connected spaces, and so on.

Before proceeding with some more definitions, we adopt the convention in

this paper that the empty set can be regarded as a topological space and is a sub-

space of any other topological space.   It has, of course, exactly one open subset.

Definition (1.2).  A topological property  Q  is said to be pairwise productive

if X x Y has property Q when both X and  Y have property Q.

Definition (1.3).   A topological property  Q  is said to be hereditary if when-

ever X   has  property Q,  then all subspaces of  X have property  Q.   It is a

closed-hereditary property if whenever  X has property  Q, then each closed sub-

set of  X has property  Q.

Proposition (1.4). Let Q be any topological property which is pairwise pro-

ductive and closed-hereditary. Suppose further that every space with property Q

is a Hausdorff space and that at least one space with property Q has more than

one point.    Then the free union of any two spaces with property Q has property Q.

Proof.   Suppose that  A   and  B  have property  Q  and that  W is a space with

more than one point which also has property  Q.   The conclusion is immediate if

either A   or B  is empty so we assume they both are not.   Choose  a £ A, b £ B

and any two distinct points  w.   and  w2  in  W.   Since  Q  is pairwise productive,

A x B x W has property  Q  and, since the spaces involved are Hausdorff, one

easily shows that

(1.4.1) A x je! x \wx\ u !«! x S x \w2\

is a closed subset of A x B x W.   Thus, since  Q is closed-hereditary (1.4.1)

must also have property Q.   This concludes the proof since the free union of A

and B  is homeomorphic to (1.4.1).

Definition (1.5).  Let  Q  be any topological property which is pairwise pro-

ductive and hereditary and let  P be a topological property which is contained

in  Q.   The property  P  is said to be Q-composable if

(1.5.1) the two-point discrete space has property  P, and
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(1.5.2) for any space  X £ Q and any two subspaces  a and ß   of X x X,

a o ß   has property   P whenever both  a  and  ß have property  P where   a° f3  is

given by

a o ß = í(x, y) e X x X: (x, z) e ß   and (z, y) e a   for some z £ X\.

The property Q will be referred to as the bounding property for P.

We emphasize the fact that öTzy bounding property will be assumed to be pair-

wise productive and hereditary.   We will henceforth use the letter H to denote the

class of all Hausdorff spaces, the letters   CR  to denote the class of all com-

pletely regular Hausdorff spaces, and the letter  T to denote the class of all

topological spaces.   All three classes are topological properties which are pair-

wise productive and hereditary and we will be primarily interested when our bound-

ing properties are one of these.

The proofs of the next two results are omitted since they are minor modifica-

tions of the easy proofs of Proposition (2.1) and (2.2) of [3, p. 266].   In proving

the first result, however, it is convenient to note that the bounding property  Q

has spaces with more than one point.   In fact, it follows from (1.5.1) that the two-

point discrete space belongs to  Q  and this, in turn, implies that all finite dis-

crete spaces have property  Q  since  Q  is pairwise productive and hereditary.

Proposition (1.6).  Let  P  be any Q-composable property.   Then the empty

space has property  Q.

Proposition (1.7).  Any  Q-composable property is pairwise productive.

It is immediate, of course, that if  P  is any Q-composable property and  A

and  B  have property   P, then A x B  has property  Q.   It is only slightly less

immediate that since  P  is Q-composable, A x B  in fact has property  P.

It seems appropriate to include at this point a restatement of Theorem (2.6)

of [3, p. 267].   In that paper it was assumed that "topological space" really

meant "Hausdorff space" and what was proven there as Theorem (2.6) is, in our

terminology here, the following

Theorem (1.8).   The property of being compact and Hausdorff is an H-compos-

able property.

Since the class H contains the class  CR, we immediately get the following

Corollary (1.9).   The property of being compact and Hausdorff is a CR-compos-

able property.

Later, we will get a result which will show that the property of being com-

pact and Hausdorff is not T-composable. In proving our next theorem, we need

the fact that if  P  is any Q-composable property, then the one-point space has
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property P.   With not much more effort, we can prove

Lemma (1.10).  Let  P be any Q-composable property.    Then all finite dis-

crete spaces have property  P.

Proof.  It follows immediately from (1.5.1) and Proposition (1.7) that if M  is

any power of 2, then the discrete space with  M  elements has property   P.   Now

let any N be given and choose any M > maxj/V, 2) which is a power of 2.   Let

X = jxp x2, x,, ... , xM ! be the discrete space with M elements and let a   and

ß be the subspaces of X x X which are defined by

a ={(xv Xj), («j, x2), .. . , ixy xN), ix2, xN+x), ... , ix2, xM)\,

ß      =     {(Xj,     Xj),     iXy     XA\.

Then both a  and   ß have property P  and, consequently,  a o  ß has property P.

But  a o ß = {(xj, Xj), Xj, x2), • • • , (i¡, *m)!  is the discrete space with N points.

Proposition (1.11).  Every CR-composable property is closed-hereditary.

Proof.  Let P be any C/?-composable property, let X be any topological

space with property P and let  W be any closed subset of X.   We must show that

W has property P.   First of all, for each point a in X - W, there exists a con-

tinuous function /    mapping  X into the closed unit interval such that / (o) = 0

and / (x) = 1  for x £ W.   Now define a mapping  a   from X into the product space

Y = ïl{X : a £ X - IF! by (a(x))   = / (x).   One easily verifies that  a   is a con-

tinuous function from  X into  Y  and that  a~   iq) = W where  q is the point in  Y

all of whose coordinates are   1.   Since both  X and  Y  ate completely regular and

Hausdorff, the free union Z  of X  and  Y  is also.   Now  a-     may be regarded as a

relation on Z, that is, a subspace of  Z x Z and, as such, it is homeomorphic to

X.   Specifically, since   a   is continuous, the mapping which takes a point  x £ X

into the point (a(x), x) is a homomorphism from X onto a~    where  a-     has

the topology inherited from Z x Z.   Thus,  a"     has the property P and, by the

previous lemma, the subspace  \iq, q)} of Z x Z also has property P.   It follows

that a"    oj(t7, q)} has property P but

a"1 o \iq,q)} = iiq,x):x £ W\

which is homeomorphic to W so  H" has property P.

Corollary (1.12).  Let P  be any CR-composable property.   If X and Y have

property P, then the free union of X and Y has property P.

Proof.  By the previous theorem, P  is closed-hereditary and by Proposition

(1.7), it is pairwise productive.   The conclusion follows from these facts and

Proposition (1.4).
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For   T-composable properties, we have the following results which is analog-

ous to Theorem (1.11):

Proposition (1.13).   Every  T-composable property is hereditary.

Proof.  Let  P  be any T-composable property.   Let  X be any space with

property  P  and let  W be any subspace of X.   We must show that  W has property

P.   First, choose a point  q f/x and let  Y - (X - W) u \q\.   Define a mapping a

from  X onto   Y by

a(x) = x    for x £ X - W,

a(x) = q    fot x £ W.

Now we want to topologize   V  so that a is continuous.   Any such topology (e.g.,

the quotient topology) will be sufficient for our needs.   The proof from this point

on is very similar to the proof of Theorem (1.11).   Let  Z be the free union of X

and   V.   Then  a~     is a subset of Z x Z  and has property  P  since it is homeo-

morphic to X.   Thus a~     o \(q, q)\ - \(q, w): w £ V/\ has property P  which

implies that  W has property  P.

Corollary (1.14).  The property of being a compact Hausdorff space, although

H-composable, is not T-composable.

Proposition (1.15).  Let  P  be any CR-composable property, let X be any

completely regular Hausdorff space and let A  and B  be any two subspaces of X.

If both A  and B have property  P, then A u B has property P.

Proof.  If X  does not have at least two points, the conclusion is immediate

so assume  X has at least two distinct points p and  q.   Define subsets  a  and ß

of X x X by

a = Up, x): x £ A \,        ß = \iq, x): x £ B ¡.

Then both  a and  ß have property  P  since they are homeomorphic to A   and  B

respectively.   Moreover, the topology induced on  a u ß   by X x X  is the topol-

ogy of the free union of  a   and  ß.   Thus,  a  U ß has property  P  by Corollary

(1.12) and, since the two-point discrete space has property  P, it follows that

(a U/3) o \ip, p), ip, q)\ has the property   P.   However the  latter is just the sub-

space  Kp, x): x £ A U  ßi which is homeomorphic to A  u B.

As for intersections, we have

Proposition (2.16).  Ler  Q   be any bounding property and let  P  be any Q-com-

posable property.   If X has property Q and A and B  are any two subsets of X

with property  P, then A C\ B  also has property P.

Proof. Let  a = |(*, x): x £ A\ and ß = \ix, x): x £ B\.   Then  a and ß ate
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homeomorphic to A  and   B respectively and hence have property  P.   Thus   a o  ß

has property  P but

a  o ß _ \(Xj x): x £ A ft B\

is homeomorphic to  A  ft B.

Proposition (1.17).   Let  P   be any CR-composable property.   Let  X beany

space with property  P and let   Y  be any completely regular Hausdorff space

which is a continuous image of X.    Then the space   Y  also has property  P.

Proof.  Let  a be any continuous function from X onto  Y and denote the

free union of  X  and   Y by  Z.   Certainly, Z is completely regular and Hausdorff

and the function  a, regarded as a subspace of  Z x Z, has property  P  since it is

homeomorphic to  X.   Choose any point  q £   Z and let  ß = \(q, x): x £ X\.   Then

ß also has property   P since, it, too, is homeomorphic to  X.   Consequently,

a o ß has property  P.    But   a ° ß = \iq, y): y £ Y\ which is homeomorphic to   Y

and it follows that   Y has property  P.

2.    Principal Q-composable properties.   At this point, we have all the facts

we really need about (3-composable properties in order to carry out our proof of

the homomorphism theorem.   However, we include the following discussion since

it will provide a bit more insight into the concept of Q-composable property.

For the initial portion of this discussion, we take   Q to be any topological

property which is pairwise productive and hereditary.   The class J. of all Q-com-

posable properties can be partially ordered by inclusion.   Under this ordering, =t

has a smallest element  PQ  and a largest element P..   It is immediate that  Px   is

simply  Q  itself.   We see by Lemma (1.10) that all finite discrete spaces belong

to  P..   There may be more spaces but if all the spaces in  Q  ate Hausdorff,  PQ

will consist precisely of all finite discrete spaces together with the empty space.

This follows since the latter class of spaces is O-composable whenever  Q C H,

the class of all Hausdorff spaces.

Now it is easily verified that any intersection of Q-composable properties is

again a Q-composable property.   Consequently, any subclass   C of Q  generates,

in a natural way, a smallest  Q-composable property  Q(C) such that each space

in  C has property  QiC).   We make all this precise in the following

Definition (2.1).  Let Q be any topological property which is pairwise pro-

ductive and hereditary and let C be any subclass of Q.   The intersection of all

Ç-composable properties which contain  C  is a g-composable property which we

will denote by  QiO and refer  to as the Q-composablc property which is gener-

ated by  C.   Any  Ç-composable property which is generated by one space will be

referred to as a principal Q-composable properly.

Theorem (2.2).   The property of being a compact metric space is a principal
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CR-composable property and is generated by any uncountable compact metric

space.

Proof.  Let  M  denote the property of being a compact metric space or, equiv-

alently, let M denote the class of all compact metric spaces.   Certainly M C CR,

the class of all completely regular Hausdorff spaces.   Let X £ CR  and let a  and

ß be any two subspaces of X x X which are compact and metric.   The sets \x: ix, y) £ ß

fot some y £ X\ and \y: (x, y) £ a  tot some xe X\ ate denoted respectively by  2)(/3)

and   51(a)  and  are referred  to  as  the  domain  of   ß   and the  range  of a.   Now

any  Hausdorff  space  which  is  the  continuous  image  of a  compact  metric  space

is itself a compact metric space.   Thus, S(/3) and 51(a)  are metrizable since

they are images of  ß and  a  respectively under projection maps.   Consequently,

jJ(/3) x 5\(a) is metrizable which implies that a o ß  'ís metrizable since a ° ß C

5X/3) x 5\(a).   It follows from Theorem (1.8) that a o ß IS compact.   Thus,  a ° ß

has property M.   That is to say, M is CR-composable.

Now let  Y be any uncountable compact metric space.   We must show that

M = CRiY), the principal CR-composable property generated by  Y.   Since  Y has

property M, it is immediate that  CRiY) C M.   To get the inclusion in the other

direction, let  P  be any  CR-composable property which contains the space   Y.

We need only show that M C P   since  CRiY) is, by definition, the intersection of

all such properties.   By Corollary 1 of [2, p. 445], Y contains a copy  C of the

Cantor discontinuum.   Since   Y  has property   P, the space   C must also have

property  P in view of Proposition (1.11).   But it is well known that any compact

metric space is a continuous image of the Cantor discontinuum  and it now follows

from Proposition (1.16) that  M C P.

Corollary (2.3).  Let I denote the closed unit interval.   The principal

CR-composable property generated by  I  is the property of being a compact metric

space.

One can also describe very concisely the principal CR-composable property

which is generated by the open unit interval or, equivalently, by the space R of

real numbers.

Theorem (2.4). The principal CR-composable property generated by R is the

property of being completely regular, Hausdorff and a countable union of compact

metric spaces.

Proof.  Let  S denote the property of being completely regular, Hausdorff and

a countable union of compact metric spaces and let  CRÍR) denote the principal

CR-composable property which is generated by the space  R  of real numbers.

First of all, we show that 5  is  CR-composable.   Suppose X is completely regu-

lar and Hausdorff and that  a   and  /3   are two relations on  X which have property

S.   Then  a = (J (a  : n £ co\ and  ß = \J\ßn'- n £ co\ where co denotes the set
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of natural numbers and each a     and ß    is a compact metric space.   Then one

easily verifies that

a ° ß = U !a    ° ß : m, n £ co\.

Furthermore, each a    o ß    'ís a compact metric space by Theorem (2.2).   This

verifies that S is   CR-composable and, since  R £ S, it follows that  CRÍR) C S.

To get the reverse inclusion, we need only show that if P  is any CR-composable

property which contains R, then S C P.   With this in mind, we let P  be such a

property.   Now the space of real numbers contains a closed subset  Y which is

the free union of a countably infinite number of copies of the Cantor discontinuum.

According to Proposition (1.11), the space  Y has property P.   Moreover, since

each compact metric space is a continuous image of the Cantor discontinuum, it

readily follows that any completely regular Hausdorff space  Z which is a count-

able union of compact metric spaces is a continuous image of Y.   Hence, by

Proposition (1.16), any such space   Z must have property  P.   That is, S C P

and the conclusion follows.

As we observed in Theorem (2.2), the property of being a compact metric

space is a principal CR-composable property.   The property of being a compact

Hausdorff space is, however, not a principal CR-composable property.   One reason

for this is that compact metric spaces cannot have arbitrarily large cardinalities

while compact Hausdorff spaces can.   We explore this a bit further.   First of all,

let us note that if A is any infinite cardinal number and X is any space and a

and ß ate any two relations on X such that card a < A and card ß < X, then

card a ° ß < A.   This motivates the following

Proposition (2.5).   Let  Q  be any topological property which is pairwise pro-

ductive and hereditary and let X be any infinite cardinal number.    Then

Qx = [X £ Q: card X < Ai

is a Q-composable property.   Moreover, if the discrete space D^ with X elements

belongs to  Q, then  Qx  is a principal Q-composable property which is generated

by Dx.

Proof.   As we observed above, Q\ is Q-composable.   Suppose,in addition,

that D\ £ Q.   Then, of course, D\   £QX and it follows that QiD\) CQ\.   On the

other hand, if P  is any Q-composable property which contains D\, then Q\ C P

since each space in Q^ is a continuous image of D\.   This implies that Q\ C

QiDA and it follows that Dx generates  Q\.

This latter result is useful for showing that certain Q-composable properties

are not principal.

Proposition (2.6).  Let P   be any Q-composable property and suppose that for
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each cardinal number X there exists a space X with property P such that

card X > A.    Then P   is not a principal property.

Proof.  Let  X be any space with property  P and let  X = card X.   Then X £

Q^ and, consequently, Q(X) C Qy    By hypothesis, there is a space   Y with

property P such that card Y > X.   Thus, Y tf Q(X).   We have shown that no space

with property  P generates  P.   Thus, P is not principal.

Corollary (2.7).   The property of being a compact Hausdorff space is a

CR-composable property which is not principal.

We conclude this section with a few miscellaneous remarks.   Among other

things, we have shown that any CR-composable property is closed under the oper-

ation of taking finite unions and finite intersections.   The analogous statements

are not true for infinite unions and infinite intersections.   The property of being

compact and Hausdorff is a CR-composable property which is not closed under

the operation oí taking infinite unions.   As for infinite intersections, let P denote

the property of being completely regular, Hausdorff and a countable union of com-

pact metric spaces.   As we noted previously, P is a CR-composable property and

is, in fact, the principal CR-composable property which is generated by the space

R of real numbers.   Now for each rational number r, let X   = R - \r\.   Then each

X    has property  P  and   II ¡X  : r is rational!  is just the space  /  or irrational

numbers.   However / does not have property  P  since any compact subset of /

has empty interior and the assumption that /  is a countable union of compact

metric spaces leads to the contradiction that /  is a first category space.

Our final remark of this section concerns local topological properties.   Any

topological property  P  naturally gives rise to a second topological property which

we refer to as local P.   We say that a space X has the property local P if, for

each point x £ X  and each open subset  G  of X  containing X, there exists an

open subset H of X  and a subspace  A  of X  which has property  P  such that

x £ H C A C G.    It is quite natural to ask if local P   is Q-composable when P   is

Q-composable.   One does not need to search too far to find that the answer is no.

In fact, local compactness is not CR-composable.   Let X denote the space of

rational numbers and let   Y denote the countably infinite discrete space.   Let  a

be any bijection from X  onto   Y  and let  Z denote the free union of X  and   Y.

Then both a and  a~    can be regarded as subspaces of Z x Z and both are

locally compact since they are discrete.   However,

a~    o  a = \(x, x): x is a rational number}

is homeomorphic to the space of rational numbers and, consequently, is not

locally compact.
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3.   The homomorphism theorem and related results.   In this section, we prove

a topological version of the theorem of Clifford and Miller [l] in which they deter-

mined all CM-endormorphisms of the semigroup of all binary relations on a set.

For a somewhat analogous yet quite different development, see [4] and [5].

Before stating the theorem, some discussion is in order and we begin with

Definition (3.1).   Let X and  Y be two nonempty sets.   Let U., be any

semigroup of binary relations on X and let fBy  denote the semigroup of all binary

relations on  Y where the multiplication in both cases is composition of relations.

A homomorphism  6 from U^   into jiy  is said to be a CM-homomorphism if it is

nonconstant, takes symmetric relations into symmetric relations and is union pre-

serving in the sense that, if  a 6 u.x and  a = \J \ß : a  £   A\ where each ß     £

ffx> then ö(a) = |J jö(j8fl): a   £  A\.

These are the homomorphisms we will be discussing.   The semigroups we

will be discussing are obtained as follows:   let P  be'any CR-composable prop-

erty, let  X  be any completely regular Hausdorff space and let Sp[X]  denote the

family of all binary relations on  X which, when regarded as a subspace of X x X,

have property P.    Then Sp[X]   is a semigroup under composition.   Indeed, as we

have mentioned earlier, this fact is what motivated the study of Q-composable

properties in general.   These are the semigroups we will be considering and in

our first result of this section, we will determine all CM-homomorphisms from one

such semigroup into another under suitable  conditions on the spaces involved.

Before  stating  the theorem, we need the following

Definition (3.2).  Let  P be any topological property.   A topological space  X

is said to be P-admissible if every subset of both  X and  X x X which has

property   P  is closed.

For example, if  P  is compactness, then every Hausdorff space is P-admis-

sible and any discrete space is P-admissible for any topological property  P.

Now we are in a position to state

Theorem (3.3).  Let  P  and Q be any two CR-composable properties.    Let X

be a completely regular Hausdorff space which has property  P  and is P-admis-

sible and let  Y be any completely regular Hausdorff Q-admissible space.   Let tt

and t,   be two disjoint partial equivalences on  Y (i.e., relations which are both

symmetric and transitive) such that tt 4 4> and both  C, and tt u C have property

Q.    Then let p  be any continuous function from the domain  E of n onto X  such

that

(3.3.1) p°TT = ExX.

Define a mapping  d  by

(3.3.2) 0(a) = (77 n^'oa o n) u£
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for each a e 5p[X].   Then 9  is a CM-homomorphism from S p [X]  z'rz¿o Sq [Y] and

every CM-homomorphism from Sp[x]   into SjY]  is obtained in precisely this

The proof of this result makes liberal use of the results of the first section

of this paper and the theorem of Clifford and Miller which we now state in a form

which is readily applicable here.

Theorem (3.4) (Clifford and Miller).  Let X and Y be any two nonempty sets.

Let (ly.   be any semigroup of binary relations on X which contains all relations

consisting of a single point and let S>Y denote the semigroup of all binary rela-

tions on  Y.   Now let rr and £,  be any two disjoint partial equivalences on  Y such

that rr 4 $ and 1st p be any function from the domain E  of rr onto X such that

(3.4.1) p°rr = ExX.

Define a mapping 9 by

(3-4.2) 9(a) = (nnp-1 ° a o p)u(.

Then 9  is a CM-homomorphism from (f.,   into J5y  and every CM-homomorphism

from (ly   ZT2ÍO i)y   is obtained in precisely this manner.

For the proof of this result, one should consult the proof of Theorem 3 of [l,

p. 310]. It carries over with only minor modifications.  And now we commence

with the

Proof of Theorem (3.3).  We note first that the one-point space has property P

because of Lemma (1.10).   Thus, all relations on  X consisting of a single point

belong to  5p[X].  That is, 5p[X]  satisfies the condition demanded of   (!„  in the

theorem of Clifford and Miller.  Now let 77 and Ç,   be disjoint partial equivalences

on   Y  such that n 4 cp  and both  Ç   and  rr \J Ç   have property  Q.   Let p  be a con-

tinuous function from the domain  E  of rr onto  X  such that (3.3-1) is satisfied

and define a mapping 9 as in (3-3-2).   It is immediate from Theorem (3-4) that 9

is a CM-homomorphism from  Sp[X]  into i$y.  We must show that 9 actually maps

Sp[X] into 5q[V], i.e., that (rr n p~    ° a ° p) u £,   has property Q whenever a

has property  P.   To aid us, we define a function  77  from  E xE  into  X x X  by

T](x, y) = (p(x), p(y)) and we observe that 77  is continuous since p is continuous.

Moreover,

(3-3-3) r)-l(a) = p"1 o a o ^

for each subset a of X x X. So suppose a C X x X has property P. Since X is

P-admissible, a is closed and hence by (3.3-3), p~l ° a° p is closed in E x E.

This implies that

(3-3.4) n c\p~    °a°f/.isa closed subset of 77
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so there exists a closed subset H of  Y x Y such that

(3.3-5) tt ftp'1 ° a o a = h Ott.

Now 77 U £  has property Q  so 77 u £  is closed in   Y x Y since  Y is Q-admissible.

Then we have

(77n ft-1 ° a ° p) u£ = iHft 77) u£ = (W u£) ftinuC)-

But £  has property Q and must be closed in  Y x Y since  Y is Q-admissible.

Thus

0(a) = (77 ft p~ 1 ° a ° p) \j£

is closed in   Y x Y since the three sets  H, £, and 77 u £  ate all closed in  Y x Y.

Then  0(a)  is also closed in  77 U £   and it now follows from Proposition (1.11)

that 0(a) has property Q, that is, 6 is indeed a CM-homomorphism from Sp[X]

into SQ[Y].

Now we prove the converse.  Let 6 be any CM-homomorphism from Sp[X] into

5„[Y]. From Theorem (3.4), we immediately conclude the existence of partial

equivalences 77 and £  with 77 4 q> and a mapping p from E onto X such that

both (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are satisfied.  Our task is to show that £  and n u£  both

have property  Q and that p is continuous.  Since the empty space has property P

and  dicf>) = £ , it follows that £  must have property  Q.   Moreover, since  X  has

property  P, Proposition (1.7) assures us that X x X has property  P. Consequently,

diX x X) = (77 ft p~ 1 ° X x X o p) u £ = tt u £

has property  Q.   We have yet to show that p is continuous and, as a first approxi-

mation, we prove that

(3.3.5) ft-1(®(a))=FniD(Ö(a))

where 3) (a) and 3) (0(a)) denote the domains of a and 0(a) respectively and

a e Sp[X]. Suppose a £ /i     (33(a)).  Then a £ E and ipia), b) £ a fot some

b £ X.  The point (a, b) belongs to E x X  which, according to (3.4.1), is p ° 77.

Thus, there exists a point c £ Y such that (a, c) £ tt and (c, b) £ p.   Then

ta, fita)) £ jz, (fita), b) £ a and (è, c) £ p~     all of which imply that (a, c) £

nftp'1 ° a o p.  This places £7 £ 3) (0(a)) because of (3.3.2).

Suppose, on the other hand, that a £ E ftjJidia)). Since 77 and £ ate dis-

joint partial equivalences, their domains are disjoint.  Thus, a £ E implies a i

§i£). This fact and (3.3.2) together imply that (a, b) £ tt ft p~l ° a o p for some

b £ Y and it readily follows that a £ /t~'(33(a)).  Now we use (3.3-5) to show that

p is continuous.  Let A   be any closed subset of X.   Since  X  has property  P, it

follows from Proposition (1.11) that A  has property  P.  Choose any point p £ X
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and let  a = \(x, p): x £ A\.  Then  a has property  P since it is homeomorphic to A

and, by (3-3.5), we have

it-1(A) = /i=1(2)(a)) = En3)(ö(a)).

But 9(a) has property Q and since S)(9(a)) is a continuous image of 0(a) under

the projection mapping, it too must have property Q because of Proposition (1.17).

This implies that 2) (0(a)) is closed in  V since  Y is Q-admissible and this in

turn implies that E O 5) (0(a)) is closed in E.  Hence, p is continuous and the

proof is complete.

One can show that any CM-homomorphism from Sp[X] into SqM is injective

so that, in fact, any such homomorphism from  Sp[X]  into S0[Y]  is actually an em-

bedding. We do not give the proof since it differs very little from the proof of Theo-

rem (3-4) of [5]- For some related results, see [6]- All this motivates the following

Definition (3.5). We say that 5p[X] can be CM-embedded in Sq[V] if there

exists a CM-homomorphism from 5p[X] into Sq[Y]-

Our next result gives a necessary and sufficient condition that 5p[X] can be

CM-embedded in Sq[Y] when the spaces X and  Y satisfy the conditions of Theo-

rem (3.3).

Theorem (3.5).  Let P and Q  be any two CR-composable properties.   Let X

be a completely regular Hausdorff space which has property  P and is P-admissible

and let  Y be any completely regular Hausdorff Q-admissible space.   Then Sp[X]

can be CM-embedded in SjY]  if and only if some nonempty subspace of Y with

property Q  maps continuously onto X.

Proof.  First suppose that some nonempty subspace  E of  Y has property Q

and maps continuously onto X with some function p.  Take 77 = E x E and £ = cf>.

Since any  CR-composable property is pairwise productive and the empty space has

property  Q, it follows that both £ and rr U £  have property  Q.   Then  9 defined as

in (3.3.2) is a CM-homomorphism from Sp[X]  into SQ[Y].

Now suppose that 5p[x] can be CM-embedded in Sq[Y], i.e., that there exists

a CM-homomorphism 9 from Sp[x]  into  S0[V].  Then there exist 77, £ and p satis-

fying the conditions given in Theorem (3.3)-  Since  rr 4 cp, we can choose a point p

in the range J\(n) of 77. Since rr and £ ate disjoint partial equivalences, their

ranges are also disjoint and it follows that p i 5\(£)- This implies that (p) ° £ = cp

where (p) is used to denote the relation \(p, p)\. Now since Q is CR-composable,

all one-point spaces have property Q and since 77 u £ has property Q, we conclude

that

(p) ° (?t u £) = i(p) ° 77) U i(p) o £) = (p) 0 „

has property Q.   But (p) ° rr maps continuously onto X)i(p) ° 77) with the projection
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mapping so it follows from Proposition (1.17) that A)i(p) ° tt) also has property  Q.

But

SX<p>o„) = {y £ Y: iy, p) £ tt\,

so in order to complete the proof, we need only show that the latter set maps con-

tinuously onto  X.   Evidently, p maps the set continuously into  X  since it is a

subset of  E.   To see that fi  actually maps it onto  X, let any x £ X  be given. Then

(p, x) £ E x X  which, by (3-3-1), is p ° tt .  Hence there exists a point  a £ Y such

that (p, a) £ tt and (a, x) £ p.  Since  77 is symmetric, (a, p) £ tt which implies

that a £ A)((p) ° 77).  This completes the proof since p(a) = x.

Corollary (3.6).   Let  P and Q  be any two CR-composable properties.   Let X

be a completely regular Hausdorff space which has property  P and is P-admissible

and let  Y  be any completely regular Hausdorff Q-admissible space.   If Sp[x]  can

be CM-embedded in SQ[Y], then X  must have property Q.

ProoL  This is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem and Prop-

osition (1.17).

4.  Some applications of the previous results.  Let   K denote the property of

being compact and Hausdorff.   By Corollary (1.9), K is CR-composable and, since

any Hausdorff space is /(-admissible, the following two results are immediate

consequences of Theorems (3-3) and (3.5) respectively.

Theorem (4.1).   Let X  be a compact Hausdorff space, Y a completely regular

Hausdorff space and let S Ax] and S AY] denote the semigroups of all compact

binary relations on X  and  Y respectively.   Let tt and £   be. disjoint partial

equivalences on   Y such that tt 4 4> and both £   and tt u £   are compact.   Let p

be any continuous function from the domain E  of tt  onto X such that

(4.1.1) p ° tt = E x X

and define a mapping 6  by

(4.1.2) 0(a) = in ftp'1 o a o zj) u £

for each  a £ S Ax].  Then 0  is a CM-homomorphism from S Ax]  into S AY] and

every CM-homomorphism from S Ax]  into S AY]  is obtained in precisely this

manner.

Theorem (4.2).  Again, let X  be a compact Hausdorff space and let   Y  be any

completely regular Hausdorff space.   Then S AX]  can be CM-embedded in SK[Y]

if and only if some compact subspace of Y  maps continuously onto X.

We use this result to prove
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Theorem (4.3).   Let  X  be a compact Hausdorff space and let   Y  be an un-

countable complete separable metric space.   Then SAX] can be CM-embedded in

S JY]  if and only if X  is a metric space.

Proof. (Sufficiency).   Suppose  X is metric as well as compact.   By Corollary

1 of [2, p.445l> Y  contains a copy of the Cantor discontinuum which, by a well-

known result of Alexandroff, maps continuously onto every compact metric space.

Thus, by Theorem (4.2), S„[X]  can be CM-embedded in  S,.[Y].

(Necessity). Now suppose that S„[X] can be CM-embedded in SK[Y].  Then

by Theorem (4.2), some compact subspace   W of  Y maps continuously onto  X.

Since   Y has a countable base, W does also and since the weight of any compact

Hausdorff space cannot exceed the weight of any space which maps continuously

onto it, the space X must have a countable base. Since it is also compact and

Hausdorff, it is metrizable.

We remark that one can take any CR-composable property  P  such that any

space with property  P  is also compact, and use Theorems (3-3) and (3-5) to im-

mediately get results analogous to Theorems (4.1) and (4.2).   Examples of such

properties are the property of being compact and metrizable and also the property

of being compact and countable.

In order to illustrate the sort of information we can get from Corollary (3-6),

let  P  denote the property of being compact and Hausdorff and let  M  denote the

property of being compact and metrizable.  It follows from Corollary (3-6) that if X

is any compact Hausdorff space which is not metrizable, then 5p[X] cannot be

CM-embedded in  £«[)"]  for any completely regular Hausdorff space   Y.  However,

if X  is metrizable, Theorem (3-5) assures us that there are many spaces   Y  such

that Sp[X] can be CM-embedded in S ..[Y']. One need only choose a completely

regular Hausdorff space containing a compact subspace which maps continuously

onto  X.   In fact, it follows from Theorem (4.3) that any uncountable complete

separable metric space will suffice.

We conclude with one more observation.  It is immediate that the property   CR

of being completely regular and Hausdorff is CR-composable and, of course, any

discrete space is CR-admissible.  So if, in Theorem (3.3), we take  X = Y to be

discrete and  P = Q = CR, then SC„[X] = SC„[Y] is just the semigroup of all

binary relations on  X  and we have Theorem 3 of [l, p. 310].

Added in proof.   We have shown that any CR-composable property is (1)

closed under continuous images, (2) pairwise productive, (3) closed-hereditary and

(4) closed under finite intersections.   J. Lawson and B. Madison have pointed out

to the authors that if the property P C CR, and it contains the two-point discrete

space and it satisfies (1), (2) and (3) then P  is CR-composable.   This follows

from the fact that
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a o ß = II((/3 xa)ftiXx MX x X) x X))

where a, ß C X x X, A(X x X) is the diagonal of X x X and II is the mapping

which sends  ta, b, c, d) into ta, d).   One can modify their argument slightly and

also get the result that if P C CR  and it contains the two-point discrete space and

it satisfies (1), (2) and (4), then  P  is CR-composable.   The crucial observation

here is that

a o ß = n((/3 xa) ft (33(/3) x A(5U/3) x 5U/3)) x Ä(a))).

It follows from all this that if P C CR and contains the two-point discrete space

and P  is both pairwise productive and closed under continuous images, then P

is closed under finite intersections if and only if it is closed-hereditary.
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